COMARCH IT OUTSOURCING SERVICES
FOR EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY
FOUR STEPS TO SUCCESS

EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY
The European Southern Observatory (ESO) is a leading intergovernmental astronomical organisation in Europe,
and the most effective astronomical observatory in the world. ESO provides astronomers with state-of-the-art
research equipment. The observatory is financed by Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Spain, the Netherlands, Germany, Poland, Portugal, Switzerland, Sweden, the United Kingdom and Italy.
Annual contributions by the member states amount to a total of 140 million euro, and the organisation employs
over 700 staff in Germany and Chile. ESO’s central headquarters is located in Garching near Munich, Germany
and house the scientific, technical and administrative centres of the organisation.
Apart from the HQ in Germany, ESO has also 7 facilities in Chile:
astronomical observatories:

office facilities:

nn Paranal, 2600 m.a.s.l. (VLT – Very Large Telescope)

nn Santiago de Chile – central office in Chile

nn La Silla, 2400 m.a.s.l. (MPG and NTT telescopes)

nn La Serena

nn Chajnantor, 5105 m.a.s.l - APEX (radio telescope array)

nn Antofagasta

- joint venture with ALMA
nn Armazones, 3000 m.a.s.l. – under construction

(European Extremely Large Telescope)

SITUATION BEFORE COOPERATION WITH COMARCH
In recent years, IT support was provided for ESO, in both Germany and Chile, by previous providers under a mix
of outsourcing and body-leasing model. Employees hired by outsourcing company performed the required
work and ESO settled accounts with its partner on the basis of resources involved in a given project. However,
the organisation decided to switch to a service based model and rely on a precisely defined scope of services
and SLA parameters. Thus, ESO ensured that it would receive IT services in accordance with Service Catalogue
that can be monitored in an ongoing fashion, and the provider renders these services by means of competent
and properly trained engineers.

TENDER PROCEEDINGS
According to ESO’s internal policy, tender proceedings must be conducted under strictly defined terms and
conditions and at strictly defined intervals of time. Information concerning tender proceedings is publicly available on the institution’s website. The first stage is always “prequalification”, during which bidders are formally
verified with respect to their experience, reliability, financial situation and other key parameters. Companies
qualified for the next stage of IT Out-Tasking tenders submitted price bids for a precisely defined range of services, separately for the headquarters in Germany and the facilities in Chile. Both bids from Comarch were recognised by ESO as complied with technical requirements and the most attractive from the costs perspective.

MAY 2015
contract signed

JULY 2015
beginning of the
Phase-In stage

OCTOBER 2015
commencement of rendering
of IT Services

SCOPE OF SERVICES
Comarch signed two separate contracts with ESO for rendering of IT Out-Tasking services, covering the same
range of IT services – one for ESO’s central headquarters in Germany and the other for facilities in Chile (all except
Chajantar observatory). In the terminology used by ESO, “IT Out-Tasking services” are a comprehensive set of
outsourcing services, consisting of the following services:
nn Service Desk for users
nn Support for workstations (Windows, Linux, MAC,

nn Administration

of telecommunications infrastructure (VoIP telephony and videoconferencing systems)

OSX)
nn Database administration
nn Server infrastructure administration (Windows,

Linux/Unix)

nn Administration of virtualisation, storage and

backup environments
nn LAN/WAN network administration
nn Support of the data centre and telecommunica-

tions rooms

Before Comarch began rendering its services, a three-month Phase-In stage has been performed. The aim of it was to:
nn familiarize with the customer’s infrastructure

nn recruit staff members and construct new teams

and internal processes
nn conduct additional trainings
nn verify the existing documentation and perform

on-site audits

BENEFITS OF CHOOSING COMARCH
WELL-ESTABLISHED WORLD-WIDE POSITION (ALL ESO FACILITIES SUPPORTED BY A SINGLE
PROVIDER)

TEAM OF EXPERIENCED IT ENGINEERS WORKING ON-SITE FOR ESO CHILE AND BOTH ON-SITE
AND REMOTELY FROM CRACOW, POLAND FOR ESO GERMANY

CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS IN AN ESO MEMBER STATE

HIGH QUALITY OF SERVICES, ACCORDING TO DEFINED SLA PARAMETERS, AS CONFIRMED BY
TECHNICAL CERTIFICATES (INCLUDING CISCO CCNP, CISCO CCIE, MICROSOFT MCSE, RED HAT RHCE)

ATTRACTIVE PRICE

FLEXIBILITY AND A PARTNER-ORIENTED APPROACH TO SERVICE PERFORMANCE
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ABOUT COMARCH
Comarch, a global software provider, also offers reliable services related to IT infrastructure. Comarch outsourcing gives customers access to
thirteen Data Centres located all around the world. Extensive international experience and the number of international offices allows the
company to offer nearshoring services. The flexibility of our solutions convinced global brands, including Thomas Cook, Heathrow and BP, to
establish a long-term cooperation with Comarch. For 23 years, the company has helped them to optimise business costs by using the latest
technologies and ensuring the highest data security standards.

contact@comarch.ca

www.ict.comarch.ca

